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-----Original Message-----
From: Jerry Allegro  
Sent: Monday, October 8, 2018 3:31 PM 
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov> 
Subject: Re: Sunset Review of the Texas Real Estate Commission and Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board 

I realize that I am mostly wasting my time however I just want it put forth that i disagree with many parts of your 
report. Attached is a letter from August addressed to this so called r.e. commission. Would you like to know how 
much response was provided? rebuttal? commentary? recommendations? enforcement? anything? anybody? 
anything? 

This has been going on since December 21, 2016. ((in case your counting that's 665 + days). The bias, favoritism, 
direct and deliberate refusal to enforce the rules and regulations to a favored entity is beyond criminal. 

But of course we are the only ones worthy of their punishment, abuse of authority, and violations of all the real 
estate acts as well as the explicit provisions of Dodd-Frank which they are required to perform. 

Yea right. Love the recommendation for non compliant applicants - but whatever they pick and choose what the 
want to enforce. And you wonder why i'm not nice to them. 

But what the heck - I"m not the public and I"m not worthy of being protected. Fair treatment my ear. 

I really think you need to do a real investigation - No way in gods green earth with the way amc's treat everyone and 
rip us off could there only be 3 complaints? this isn't Colorado what are you smoking??? Or are you buying the 
smoke they are blowing up your backside?  Do you realize how ridiculous this looks? 

We are aware no one cares and we are wasting time with cubicle dwellers, but please don't personify it with this 
lame nonsense. They are pathetic lazy, self serving dishonest, criminal agencies. 

Thank you, 
Jerry A. Allegro 

 

On Tue, 10/2/18, Sunset Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov> wrote: 

Subject: Sunset Review of the Texas Real Estate Commission and Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board 
To: "Recipient" <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov> 
Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 1:37 PM 

mailto:Sunset@sunset.texas.gov
mailto:Janet.Wood@sunset.texas.gov

August 21, 2018



Avis Waukasch

Texas Real Estate Commission

Austin, Texas 78701

avis.wukasch@trec.texas.gov

Complaint Case 17-102/Consolidated Lenders Resource



Mrs. Wukasch:

I am addressing this letter to you as you are chair of the TREC and I am hoping the buck stops there. Additionally, this letter is being copied to multiple agencies and Texas government entities as I have become completely mistrustful of your agency to fulfil its obligation of protecting the public trust. 



I have been a real estate broker somewhere around 40 years and an appraiser round about 35 and have been through many cycles and survived. I have reached the end of my rope with your commission, others, and the pseudo real estate agencies down there in Austin. Mainly the inability and ineptness of your agencies to complete tasks or even consider working.  Their interests are not built in policy, following the established and posted rules or equally administering them. The rules only apply to a certain few and the rest of us be damned.



I have had more than a few words with the investigators and pseudo lawyers who stack the ranks there. I find it incredulous that our governor keeps stacking these agencies with these lower tier lawyers who appear barely able to pass the bar. Not to mention their vast experience as real estate professionals. Wow.  Admittedly I have not been nice to them and probably won’t. I’m not used to people who don’t do their job and place politics and lawyer nonsense ahead of common rights and decency.



We all belong to this real estate business and we all deserve equal treatment. Why is it that we have to work and work just to survive? How come we have to endure so much punishment for doing what is right and honest and the slime balls we are forced to work with can willy nilly get away with anything they choose? We are punished because we don’t bend to their illegal activities. Activities which are sanctioned by you, your agency by your agencies non-action.



I have so many correspondences from down there with the excuse “we have no power to do anything”. I’m completely sick of hearing that. If you have no power what in the hell are you doing there? Just why were these rules and guidelines set up?  For grins???? Just who is in charge?



If you even bother to address this situation you will find I have a myriad of complaints. From blacklisting, being ripped off for payments (although your guidelines specifically state we are to be paid within 90 days), discrimination, attempted forced violations of USPAP, egregious and salacious mistreatment, abuse of authority, slander and violations of the most basic of common decency and ethics. 



Just last week I was blacklisted by property interlink. They sent orders withholding/not disclosing assignment conditions until after the reports were received. This is a common practice now a days with lower end AMC’s to force us appraisers to provide services they don’t have to pay for. When they were called on this USPAP violation, they sent around an inside company memo blacklisting me.

When they were called on that they sent out a BS letter shutting my company out to cover their abuse of the rules and hide like the cowards they are. Yes, I refused to complete the assignments. Its within my rights (and stated in my conditions plainly spelled out in my reports) when they deliberately or negligently withhold assignment conditions which should and are required to be disclosed up front – not hidden. OF COURSE, THE RULES DON’T APPLY TO THEM AND THEY ALWAYS FIND A WAY TO “BLAME THE APPRAISER” THEY, (the appraisers) ARE THIS INDUSTRYS SCAPEGOATS!!  I, have had perfect reports, never any complaints for at least ten years or more from them. Hundreds and hundreds of reports. But its screw you, you did not bend or yield and therefore hit the door. All the good, responsible and professional companies don’t treat us like that, they give us a heads up for assignment conditions. HOWEVER, WE ALL KNOW YOUR ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR LAST REPORT. 



That was just an example and I have multiples of what we have to endure on a regular basis.



Below are a few quotes from the Texas Administrative Code for AMC’s. 



A violation refers to a violation of any provision of the AMC Act, Board rules, or USPAP;

Whether the violations found were of a negligent, grossly negligent or a knowing or intentional nature;



Whether Respondent’s violations caused any harm, including financial harm, and the amount of such harm;

Respondent’s affiliation with other business entities;

Whether Respondent has voluntarily completed remedial measures prior to the resolution of the complaint.

Board rules, or USPAP which evidence serious deficiencies and were done with knowledge, deliberately, willfully, or with gross negligence



Accordingly, such persons must satisfy the Board of their honesty, integrity, and

trustworthiness before a registration may be issued or renewed

Offenses involving fraud or misrepresentation;

Accepts payment for appraisal management services but fails to deliver the agreed service in the agreed upon manner;

Serious deficiencies” is defined as violations of the Act, Board rules or USPAP which do call into question the

qualification of the AMC for licensure in Texas

Specifically, the above references Consolidated Lenders Resource, Adam Bell a most despicable owner of an AMC. For the last 20 months I have attempted of acquire some sort of justice (that’s a joke) through proper procedure. For 20 months I have been sandbagged, by your agency at the TALCB. For 20 months I have been backlisted for asking to be paid. Once I made a request of you, he refused to pay and blocked every effort at collection even up to and through litigation.  Your agency has done everything possible to discourage me even punitive requests. He wanted it (my complaint) released during litigation – guess what I said? 

This, has caused me significant financial damage and legal fees, lost work, slander of my reputation and I firmly believe your agency is in collusion with him to defraud me of my rightful earnings. Yet he is still in business, running a title company, an amc, has an appraiser license and has no culpability to follow any of the rules. Freaking amazing that you renew him annually with no questions, and he supposedly subscribes to the same code of ethics – or is he entitled to a special one?

It was amazing he took my invoices to federal court to verify what was owed to him as support on his lawsuit to collect. He collected and I was burned.  His pos lawyer blocked any effort to collect my invoices from him.  It’s pathetic that FHA, the loan officers, the amc , lender, title co, surveyor  - all got paid – but I got the shaft. Amazing how little regard and protection for us there is out there. You all get your paychecks, don’t you??? I gave 110% got 0%, thanks. There is absolutely no way I will accept discount from him. I didn’t give less than 100% and I refuse to take less or be forced into a hidden settlement so others can’t see what a slime-ball he is. Only been about seven years trying to get paid. 

Can you answer to me why in god’s creation this crook can keep licenses and be continually renewed when you know he’s a criminal? When you know he stole sacred funds – YET YOU ALLOW THIS MISCREANT TO HAVE A TITLE COMPANY AND BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANOTHER PEOPLES ESCROW. REALLY!!!!!!! WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE???

I find it amazing that all of these posted rules (see above) which we work under are only applicable to the lower echelons of the industry. Instead of ‘we don’t have any power” it’s actually “we don’t and won’t do anything”, maybe you will take the time to read the communications, granted most are not nice, but I’m beyond sick to death, frustrated and damn ass mad and its reflected in these correspondences. Nothing gets these people in these agencies off their collective butts. I’m not sure if it is laziness, incompetence, but like I stated earlier I’m certain its collusion to defraud. You don’t want to have to address an AMC; because your all afraid to admit they are corrupt and a very failed entity. This would leave you with egg on your faces and we all know your only about collecting fees and persecuting the small guy. All that nonsense you send out each month with your “selective” enforcement – what a joke. You would rappel from the sky if it was me.  Heaven forbid you would go after a really bad player or in this case many bad players. Read the appraiser blogs they all state you work for the AMC’s - this I find very easy to believe. 

Just what gives him and others rights to mete out punishment? Withhold work?

Just what gives them the right to steal, lie, deceive and misrepresent?

Just what gives them the right to rape us repeatedly for their own gain?

Just what gives you the right to sit on your collective butts and sanction and approve of these activities? 

Why do billions of dollars have to be spent overcharging the consumer to keep alive corrupt entities so they can suck the public dry and you do nothing?

Oh, that’s why. It’s you – you do nothing!!!!! Luncheons, coffee breaks, pensions, vacations are all more important than DOING YOUR FRIGGING JOB!!!!!

The most dismaying part is losing blocks of your business because you are unable to be corrupt. LRES reported me as “uncooperative” to FHA multiple times and I told them (FHA) to shove it because I wouldn’t stand still for blatant racist and discriminatory behavior. I became incensed that I was being forced to tell the black man they didn’t like his art, and I was supposed to tell him to remove it and go back and reshoot his house. Not on my watch!! Or the black grandmother, they didn’t like her photos in her house. Poor old girl that’s all the old woman had were her kids. Yes, I refuse outright to misrepresent, mislead or corrupt any aspect of a report. PERIOD. 

But no, amc’s rule the world and dictate every aspect unchecked. Somehow, I have the mistaken assumption we are looking at real estate not people’s possessions and color. 

I specifically state that I will not ask people to remove their Christmas trees, menorahs, crucifixes, baby buggies, decorations, etc. but this is their excuse to claim that I have violated fair housing – really!!! All of the items in my conditions address actual corrupt and dishonest requests where I have been taken to the mat.

There is always someone willing to break the rules or be dishonest and they are fawned over and rewarded. Be honest and get screwed. Lie, cheat, whore dog and misrepresent and be rewarded. Don’t worry the agencies set up to protect the “public trust” will look the other way.

I mentioned to property interlink about a MAI who has multiple trainees doing FHA reports, 30++ inspections a week by single trainees. Really – no actual inspection of any report of any kind by the MAI, no actual photos as required under USPAP, all signed off by the MAI as the appraiser. Its pathetic. Do you people ever look, audit or even care? He cuts fees to keep stacks of work but USPAP be damned as long as the AMC’s can whore us to death for profit. No skin off his nose he’s doing commercial and lets the underlings go unchecked. Funny how FHA attacked me for (one 1) mls comp photo on a lake property 10-20 miles from the subject on a report. There is not enough pay for me to chase that photo considering we are all raped by the amc. Nothing is equal, and you sure don’t make it any easier for us. But of course, its ok for him. I’m sure glad my name is not on those reports for when it all comes tumbling down again. I’m certain when it happens again and we all know it will, you will all be hiding under your desks again blaming the appraiser. 

The attitude towards the appraiser is appalling. My assistant broke her foot on site and it cost me $20,000 in medical bills. She is permanently disabled with a plate and ten screws in her foot due to homeowner negligence. Everything is stacked against us.  No way are there provisions protecting us – if it were you, I’m certain as hell you would be taken care of. But screw us were expendable. But this type of blatant discrimination is allowed by our incompetent governor and his agencies. I’m sure his broken back wasn’t discriminated against!! Of, course since we are white middle class, legal, self-employed, we can’t afford insurance. We filed on the home owner’s insurance and were summarily denied over and over by the Allstate protection racket because we are specifically excluded because we were doing “business”. We were told verbatim from ALLSCREW “you are no better then the lawn crew or cable installer”. Last time I looked Juan illegal hasn’t supplied valuations for hundreds of millions of dollars in property as required under federal law.  You want to guess what your pseudo insurance commission down there told us? You got it “we have no power to do anything” (that’s the Texas Bureaucrat standard line) and you wonder why people go nutsoid!!!!! You wonder why I verbally blast these idiots!!! Not much chance of me being nice. Seems to be the mantra at the State of Texas. “we can’t and won’t do anything” were waiting on our pensions, paychecks, paid leave, vacation and coffee breaks so “we do nothing”. So glad we matter.

I can’t even get the absolute morons at the Texas lost funds to release a check made out to me, when I am the only one with my name on that check in the country!!!  They have no info and it’s impossible to back track it. You people are just worthless!!!!! My level of frustration is phenomenal.



Yes, I’m a hard ass, crass, disrespectful etc. Yes, I’m hard to deal with. But you know what? I can close my eyes at night and know I never stole or misrepresented, sat on my ass or screwed anybody. I’m sorry to say that it appears you are all playing the Catholic church game where they play “hide the pedophiles” but in this case it’s the bad AMC’s and no one down there will take any responsibility for anything. I can say that cause I’m catholic.



I’m sure you all will crawl under your rocks and take umbrage at me for daring to speak to you in your ivory tower like this. But, you know what? At this point, myself and many others have been pushed past the point of breaking and have nothing to lose. 

Per your bio “her mission is to make a difference in people’s lives”.  Huh!! Well if this is so let me see some action instead of a lot of talk and phony nonsense on the internet and worthless emails attesting to “enforcement”. I really don’t want to drive south to have a visit in one of your little committee meetings. I’m certain it would not be pleasant for anyone. I have already been victimized by your criminal agency and that trash can Liner who thank god has retired, and it will never happen again.  

I’m sure I have wasted my time as this will be tossed in the can. But you know it always comes full circle and I want to be around when the guillotine falls. You can’t hide forever with your non-action and non-response. I realize we are just slaves on the plantation waiting for the MASSAH to give us a crust of bread and are never supposed to expect anything. 

Lastly could you please answer me one question? Just when in the hell did any of you ever get screwed out of your paycheck, be blacklisted, punished by a licensed and sanctioned, supposedly authorized entity?  Didn’t think so. Yours is guaranteed by the State, title co etc. – so why the f isn’t mine?? 





Jerry A. Allegro

Broker/Certified Appraiser

214-750-0296
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 October 
2, 2018 Dear 
Recipient: The 
Sunset Staff Report on the Texas Real Estate Commission and  Texas Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board, 
as  submitted to the Sunset Advisory Commission, is available  for your review on our website, 
www.sunset.texas.gov. 
To request a hard copy of this report, contact our  office. The Sunset Commission has scheduled a public  hearing 

on this report for November 14 and 15, 2018. 
At that time public testimony will be taken. An  agenda specifying the meeting time, location, and the order  of 

agencies scheduled for discussion will be available on  our website as soon as the meeting has been posted. 
You may follow announcements by the Sunset Commission  on social media through information posted on our 

website. 
If 
you would like to comment on this report, the commission  would appreciate hearing from you. Your feedback 
would  be most helpful if it includes the following 
elements:

 Your 
position in support or opposition for each recommendation in  the staff reportA  clear, brief statement of suggested 
changes, if any, to  these recommendationsA  clear, concise summary of any new issues or recommendations  not 
included in the report that you would like the Sunset  Commission to consider 

If 
you submit your response by Tuesday, October 16, we can  provide this information to the Sunset Commission 
members  before the public hearing. Comments received in  response to a staff report are considered public 
records,  and will be posted on the Sunset website and released to the  public upon request. Thank  you for your 
assistance with the Sunset review  process. Jennifer  JonesActing  DirectorSunset  Advisory Commission Sunset 
Advisory CommissionPO  Box 13066Austin,  TX 78711Phone: 
(512) 463-1300Fax: 
(512) 463-0705email 
address: sunset@sunset.texas.gov This  email is the property of the Sunset Advisory Commission and  may 
contain material that is confidential and/or exempt from  disclosure under state law.  If you have received this 
message in error, please notify us by replying to the  message, and then deleting it. 
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